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This paper will focus on the Doukhobor woman from the 1800's in Russia to the 
present time in Canada. Being a woman and a Dou."i<:to':::0r ::nyself, I hope that this 
personal involvement in this society will add authe~ticity to the comments, 
especially to the present-day point of view. Along with going ba.ck through generations 
of researched data. I will include my own interpretations of the historical information 
available, 
frvrr~ 
,.:t~s·1gh the 
but this need not detract from its objec~ivi~~ as the past will be seen I 
------·-------· ···-- - -· ·.· - ---·-. .. - __ .,........._._;~ ... -~ .. -..·--~ ..... -.~--...... .... - l 
distance of the pres.~~t ~~r~R~c~ive. 
-------·--·-- - -·· 
I have al·..;ays wanted to research my own ethnic past - in terms of the woman's r/--::. ,:.:, _ ~--. 
C/!;__,L~ . i-
role and status relative to tr..a.t of the man's. DiC. ou::- society adapt its point of r.J.:!4-(.,,,,,.,,., ·~ 
- b vu :··l,-~; ~ 
/<;:,ie;.; in __ this regard, to the changing environmental conC.itions and to the constantly- ,. 
" 
evolving concepts of humanity around them? 
./ 
Or did it ~etain the same way of-perceiv-
./ 
ing life, through many eras? How did the wo~en of ~he Doukhobor past view themselves? 
v· 
Did t'.:e ir 011n ?~rspective change? And finally - ~-)-;.; d :;es our :pres-e:-it female geneY3. tion 
differ from that of o~ mother's? 
These questions will be answered by scanning the historical scene and focuJiP,g 
f 
/'in on key times t~.at best demonstrate the position of ~omen of that day, thus touching 
, I 
·J 
and in B.C. from the early 1900' s onward. 
To put t~e Doukhobor wo~an into a ~ider scope o= vision, it is nec~ssa.ry to 
briefly SU!!:.rnayize the reasons for the origin of the sect. 
-'IL:: ~;__ 
The Doukhobors were a 
c 7-7".J;~ -."}( : 
group of Russic.:n :peasants who, in tl"'e lHth-century, broke away from the chUi.-ch and 
a-4. H-:.-=-. /c-rr,-. ,,..~- -cr>--;:;-.f· .... ~hr-~- .d.<>"'-"' -------------
. . ' 
its rituals, in orde'i:- to live closer to what they lelieved to be the true spirit of 
brotherhood a:!C. sisterhood. They lived in proximi~y, ~nd gradually developed a full-
_;.-.,.. 
scale coillnuna: lifestyle; \he perfecting of this c2:i.m~;al living was an ideal tc~s 
2 -
5'-!Y c ;j ..e_ 
which they ~-ed. over and over again, after being moved and exiled and transferred 
throughout various parts of Russia, for their beliefs; an~ once again in Canada, years 
later, they returned to this commu~..al living. 
The basic philosophy of the Doukhobors was that all people had the spirit of God 
within them - ~aking them all equal - and therefore to kill a fellow human being for 
any reason whatsoever, was to kill a :part of the spirit of God. "Theirs was a 
universal striving for a world without guns, a world of peace, a world utopi~ where 
. 1 
the Kingdo!ll of God is to be created here on earth... This life-concept which origi-
nated so long ago, has endured until today, and it is this life-concept that gives us 
an indication of how the Dou.~hobors should 1:->.ave viewed their women tb.rough the / 
gener;3.tions, and how the women should have viewed themselves. Since they believed 
that all humans were equal one to another, and all had the spirit of God. within them, 
the women were theoretically, equal. However, it is not so simple. The ba.sic 
/ v 
Christianity espoi.ised this same equality, ·.but " ••• this fact was usually relega. ted to 
~ 
the 1:c.ckground and the emphasis was on keeping them in their place here on earth ••• 
,. 
thus ••• they were called the weaker vessel who were to remain in subjugation to their 
menfolk. " 2 Was this the case in the early Doukhobor life also? From the :following 
infor:nation, we nill see that, though the women were definitely subordinated in a 
_nlli~ber of waysp they carried a lot of weight in many aspects of their daily life. 
Beginning with the Doukhobors in Tsarist Russia, I found some interesting comments 
on the co:nmuna.l s~ste7'1.. ?>!ir, t:-.a:t the Doukhobors developeC.. An "egalitarian enrphasi.s 
was a significant c!-:a:racteristic of the MIR". 3 The co::nmtL'1.e was described as possessir.g 
rights as a unit. with the.actions of its member~ bindi~.g upon the group; and the 
family "found its unity in its head: the father (the mother if the father is absent .... "4 
However, if the father died~ it was not the mother who took over the full authority. 
1
Koozma Tarasoff, Plakun Trava. Mir Publication Sxiety, 1982. :p. 24 
2 
Bullough. Christia~ity, Sex, and Women. Chapter 5. ?• 101 
?Koozrroa Tarasaff_, A Pictorial Historv of the Doukhobors. 'Jestern Prod.uc-er, 1969. p. 29 
·4 Tarasoff, Plakun Trava. p. 6 
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'lrlitho-:.it a fatter "the family simply could not exist; ••• because absolute equality 
prevailed in the family, anarchy would have broken ~ut i:-:.o~ediately,· had there been no 
common leader. If the father died, his eldest brot~er or son took his place, assuming 
absolute paternal authority ... 5 This indicates the :;:e.trilineal tradition amongst the 
early Doukhobors; but we also can see that the woma..." was considered efficient enough ~­
to handle the emergency situation of the absence of ~er ~us1:e.nd. 
If we explore the family unit fu.:...-ther, ;.;e find. -:J>.a t it was said to have "an 
authoritarian structure, to such an extent that rignt up to the time of the emigration 
:to Canada at the end of the 19th century, marriages ;;ere arranged by parents in 
patriarchal style, so thC?-t often the bride and the brides-room did not see each other 
until the day of the wedding ..... 6 Thus, neither tr.:e bride• s nor the groom• s feelings 
were considered in the choice, and the bride would inevitably move to her husband• s 
family's home - in patrilocal style - to live under the often vigilant eye of her 
mother-in-law. 
This method of marriage is clearly exemplifiee in ~anya and Vanya's situation 
in the~book Tanya. She loved another, yet did not co anything about it - except 
have a mental rebellion - because of her inbred con:iitioning of listening to what 
her parents told ·her, implicitly believing them to ~lways be right. Yet she was 
initially very frust:rated, thinking how different ~~ings could have been with the 
one she loved: "She would have confided her secret hopes for a better understanding 
and mutual respect between husband and wife •••• and he would have ur..C.erstood."
7 
This 
) ; ,.. 
!"; l ·,.>-
.~ t nd ~f dile"J!TTB. brings to mir..C. 'F~Cdler 0!1 th~ :t:Jo:' a:-~ t!;e issue of T?:.ATIITIO;I! <;r'-~~-~-.~~~-~~!. 
-
Tanya's feelings succinctly desc~ibe the woman-man roles of the day:. women were 
not equal, but thzre possibly existed receptive me~ who could have helped the situation • 
. Both Vanya and Tanya r.iust have felt like :pa.r.!'.s in thei-r· parents' hands, but, as 
they lived together through the years,'Tu.nya grew tc accept their sitU3.tion and even 
to feel tr..at their parents had made a wise decisio:i. Through many situations, 
5 
Tarasoff. Flakun Tra.va. p. 6 
6 Iva~ Avakumovic; George Woodcock, The Dou.~hobors. Oxford U~iversity Press, 1968. p. 42 
7 .Sli A. Popoff, Tanya. Mir Publication Society, 2·::?5. ?· Z? 
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we see how she developed a caring and loving relationship with her husband. For 
example, Tanya is totally distraught when Vanya has an accident; and later, in old 
age, she cares for him with tenderness and deep understanding of his needs. 
If we turn to how the brides were chosen, we find that in early Doukhobor life, 
a girl who worked hard in her parents• house and fa:CTn, was the one selected by a -
son's family. She brought her own contribution to the household into which she was 
received; the contribution of the ability to work. Thus it was for her personal 
qualities that a family would seek a particular girl out for their son, and dowries 
were not a vital part of the arrangement. Hopechests were made, but only after the 
Doukhobor sojourn to Canada did they begin to play a prominent part in the marriage 
ceremony. A trunkful of embroidered linens, and towels, and crochetted handicrafts 
would be moved to the husband's family's dwelling as a symbolic indication of the 
bride's entrance into his family. To this day, at a time when young coupJes live 
quite independently of their parents, there remains a great deal of pride on the 
bride's.mother's part, as.,.to the variety and perfection of the handiwork that is included 
~ 
in the hopechest. This involvement with handicrafts originated from the 1800's, when 
the wo~en "were known for their creative skills in making wool skirts, shawls, and 
the like ••••• It is remarkable that no one had any formal designs, yet they kept verf 
precise patterns in their heads". 8 In the 1930' s, women made their own shawls, using 
t.bBir o;.rr. ineividual designs fo:r e:moroiderir.g the:r::. These were so beautiful am >.mique 
It has a good feeling of ·worth and individuality. 
fe7 oi' Doukhobor "omanfloOC. creativity of a bride's hopechest>as a pride in the 
Returning again to early w.arriage, we find it described as a "simple and mutually 
revocable contract • .,9 Though it was customary for the occasion to be marked by a 
gatherir.€; of friends and relatives, and by singing, no ceremony or bride-price were 
neede:., just the two peoples' willingness to live together, which in turn was originally 
8 
Koozna -Tarasoff, Traditional Doukhobor.Folk,,ays. National Museums of Canada, 1977. p. 106 
9woodc':>Ck, n. 43 
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based on their parents' wishes. But noodcock in his statement indicates that the 
marrjage could be dissolved as easily as made. It :..s true that there were no docu-
:ments to sign in the occasion of a divorce, but se::;:>_rations were not co·mmon if the 
c~uple lasted through the first year together. There was a sense of finality in the 
original binding of families, no matter how simply done. ·Also, in the situation of 
separations, the women seemed to be at a great disa~vantage, as is clearly shown / 
by Tanya's sister-in-law's situation. She didn't G.,;,c-ree with her husband in a crucial 
religious issue and ultimately·, with her two boys in tow, trek..1<ed the thirty kilometres 
to her parents' home. Two days later, her father-i~-law and husband came with a 
:police officer at their side, and forced her and tte .children to return. She later 
confessed that they r..a.d lnrsewhi:pped her on their return. and told her that. if she 
tried to run away_ again - which she threatened both children would be kept under 
guara.. 10 So the word 'mutually' is crucial in the quote from Woodcock's book. If 
the male did not agree to the separation, :i)" was difficult to succeed in gettiri~ 
no matter how determined the woman was. ~ 
one, 
-A~( stated earlier. the woman moved to her husband's village and became totally 
immersed in his life. Her most intense relationshi? was developed with her husband's 
mother aP..d therefore her daily contentment greatly cepended on how vell she could 
get along ·with her mother-in-law.. Tanya initially resented this way of functioniri_g, 
but when she nursed her mother-in-law's son along "ith her own daughter during the 
h t.-::.er' s illr..ess, Ta!1)3. grew r:mch closer to the ent:...:-e i'-'-1.aw :family. Nuch late::- in 
Ca::-:aC.a, sha ca::-~ for '.-ler mot1'er-in-law throu~h years 0f poor health; anC. eventt:ally 
herself became a uowerful mother-in-hw in her own right,. In Saskatchewan, she 
was able to influence one· son's family to move to 3.C. when she felt it would be to/ 
-/ 
their benefit. 
Discussing the topic of the mother-in-law with two local women who had lived 
in tf;e Doukho'::lor con..'"1Ui!al system that had been set up in Canada, in the·earl:-rl900's. 
I fc~nd. they h~d very different experiences. Doris exp.lained. how ~.ard it was for her 
to adj~st to living with her husb3.rrl's family. She that nothing she did was right, 
10 
Pcpoff, P• 
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while her husband could do no wrong. 
working day, her mother-in-law would 
At the break of da~n, after a long hard previous 
,tP.. 
tiptoe into t'.-:eir ro·omff whisper int.o Doris• ear 
that it was time to get up and milk the cows, caut:o~ir.g her not to disturb her husband 
because he needed to rest! When Doris was pregnant, he= husband offered to miL~ for 
her, but when he attempted to go to the barn, his ~other would.take over;:saying that 
he was much too overburdened to have added responsi~ili~ies. If Doris went, right into 
her last month of pregnancy, the motter~in-law woul:. not- interfere! 
Helen had a totally different story. She said that her mother-in-law was the 
. . . ~ . 
kindest, most generous w·oman -s~e had known, always chiding her own son for being too ......... ., . .. .,_~ 
hard o!'l. Helen• and consta:ntly trying to make her life e2.sier. Both of :tre:se women 
lived some time after Tanya and :married for love, "b2t their general lifestyle was not 
that different and their happiness continued to largely depend on their relationship 
with the in-laws, particularly the mother-in-law. / 
Brides in the Caucasus, where the Dou..~hobors lived in the 1800's, were usually 
· 18 or 19.:years of age, while their husbands were of:.en two or t.b.ree years younger. 
~ -
Never did men have more than one wife, and never does there seem to Ji.ave been .a pe·riod 
-
o;f-;~sexual:·lixity.., But when we do look at the topic of sex, we again find the··woiilen 
in the subo::::tli,..ate role. 
Tanya's sister, for example, became preg!l3.nt b:< a Georgian, and· this char..ged 
. the entire family's life. In order to "avert a ge:-;e~l shame"11 from being reflected 
on the mo:ra.ls of the then exiled Dou.~hobors in Russia, her family returned from exile 
.. as if in :renunciation of their errant ..--ays."12 T:-:.:.::::. certainly gi"ves an ind.ica-tion 
of the intensity of the public scorn at the slightest deviation from the accepted 
sexual relationshi~s of the day. The fam~ly ~as willing to be branded as losir..g their 
faith for which they had been willing to go into ha::-sh exile, rather than allow the 
Dou.~hobors to feel smeared by what they considered ~o be the family's heavy shame. 
But what was the accepted sexual relationship o= the day? If we use Tanya as 
an exa~Dle we find that she sees it as " ••• sleeping ~ith her husband as a subservient 
dutiful wl:fe s':':)uld.':, 13 and if we read on 1'1'e find. -::-..at she was not alone in this view. 
11-::>opoff, p. O.L. / 12 ibid lJPopoff, p. 29 
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Most of her girlfriends had the impression that " •.• sex has something that only men 
seened to get enjoyment from. and the woman• s role ·..ras simple to comply uncomplainingly 
and adapt to her man's moods and requirements ... 14 All around them, young girls saw 
married women who entered into a seemingly inevita":lle continuous cycle: carrying and 
givir.g birth, nursi:ri..g the newborn, and then getti!"'-5 pregnant again. Tanya's mother, 
for example, had fifteen children of which only sD:: s-:.r::-vived to adulthood. ·_Tanya 
mentally rebelled at this whole perspective on sex and "o;p.anhood and, if we take her 
as the historically true figure that she is meant ~o pcrtray, this gives us an indication 
of how early the urge for striving for more adequa~e equality had begun to surface in 
Doukhobor women. 
In the late 1800's, marriages became b:tsed o~ love, and came to be described as 
b~in.g " ••• acco::n:plis'b.ed without any special ceremor..ies, or requirements, except the 
mutIE.l love of the couple, the consent of the pare~ts, and the acknowledgment of the 
~ it .. 15 co •.. :nun y. And today, the unionrhas remained o~e based on love, without ~riests, 
sanctioned by the :parents and the community. Every hone life is firmly based on the ,. 
"divine institution· of marriage" •16 Dou..!c!"iobors s!:~ t:-:eir profound regard for its 
true meanL.'1g by having the parents of the bride a!:C. groom both occupy a similar position 
to a clergyman in reminding the couple of their mu~ua: duties and responsibilities. 
Neither family is considered the more dominant. wi~h t~e bride's parents' home as the 
first site for the ~ay's proce~dings, and the groc~'s :;iarents' home the pl~ce where 
even 
zi2..y e~.Q5, sti]._l S~!!='lboli~all:r i':1t=:aning that she is !:.~W a -:;art Of his h:ousehol:l, :,/ 
k ::tf_~~- ,r~ T_·--~l ·!fj-€:-i>~~~- t;,~~0 :"7'-~ 
1 h 
_,,, - . _#~ 1 ., -
though couples no nnger live with t. eir pare~ts. &,...,,;._ 5 ,.,,,....r- h';j-- ·~ "-"'--2'°"' ... ....-~ . -f"'----!l:-..,r· 0 
Until 1953. when the B.C. government finally ~ccepted the Dou:khobor marriage as 
legal~? separatio:1S were an easy procedure to go t!:-.roug~. If both people were u::iha:ppy 
i:1 t'.ieir sit11ation, they simply returned to theh- -:2.re'"ts' homes, a~-d the :rr.arriage 
. 
wis over. NJw, ¥i~h the legality being affi~med, ~owever, the Doukhobor divorces involve 
t~2 same kine of legal procedure as non-Doukhobor ones. 
15;-~:8soff, Plakun Trava. p. 8 
17Ta:ra~o:f, Plaku..'1 Trava. p. 217 
16 ~.?. Stoochnr;ff, Doukhobors As Th~v Are. The Rye~son ?ress, l961. ~.49 
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If we turn from marriages, to other areas of ~~e Dou..~hobor life in Tsarist Russia, 
we find that one of their early leaders was a woma:r: by the name of Lukeria, 'Lushechka •, 
Kalmykova. During her term of office from 1864 until her death in 1886, she gained 
considerable respect. Being a woman did not preverr:. her from achieving renown as the 
outstanding leader of the day. The Doukhobor peasants had had a history of leaders 
with outstanding personalities and with superior ir.:.ellects who could· organize them 
into a strong unified group. Lushech.~a was especia~ly ::uimired and loved because of 
her sensitivity to her people's needs. She always ~istened carefully to their 
problems, judged the situation described, and ir.r.~ed.iately decreed appropriate actions. 
-c; 
An example ·of· ·her methods was her reaction ~ wife beating. Her favourite pun-
ishment for this was to lock up the hus1::and in a c!-J.cken coop for the night. "Next 
morning and the days following, he was so em larrassed. by the laughter and ridicule 
of the neighbours, that he seldom reverted to the w~ip for settling family disput~s~.18 
Th-is revealing anecdote tells us several things. ?i!:-st of all, men did beat women, 
which indicates that they certainly had a sense of being the owner of a ·possession. 
Second~y. we see that the men obeyed Lushechka, eve~ in this event of an ext~emely 
downgrading kind of punishment. · 
~his obedience in the ·face o= great emba_~ass~ent is also disylayed in her 
methods of st::::-iving to stem alcohol abuse. She woi..:ld order a recurrent abuser to 
a public whipping with twigs, the objective being t~ make an offender - by all indications 
always a man - look and feel foolish. 19 
A~".)ther 
had a group of Y...azaki to serve her as bodyguaTa.s an:i singers. These Kazaki were a 
gr~up of about t~enty to thirty ex;:iert horsenen w~o acco~panied thei:!:- leader on her 
many travels to the various villages of the Doukh~bor settlements. The Kazaki had been 
picked by Lukeria's husband, but after his death, t~ey continued to serve her throughout 
18rarasoff, Plakun Trava. p. lJ 
l<j.:ioodcock, p. 71 
,·-__-:._3~7.--:..,,,,- .,-,,, ; - ; .I-.:::..- - .,..~ 
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her 22-year reign. Years later, in Canada, another leader, Peter Lordly Verigin -
'Petyus~~a· - also had a group that surrounded him, but this time they were pretty 
maidens who lived in the house in which he settled in Verigin, Saskatchewan. They 
lived there under the supervision of his aged mother, and, like their Kazaki predecessors 
in the Caucasus, were expected to transmit orally the hymns ~nd psalms of their 
people. Thus we see that there seems to be an easy exchange of men or women contribut-
ing to the aid of the current leader, according to his or her expectations.~ 
Returning to Lushechka. we find that she is remembered to this day for her common 
respons~ of' being .. only a woman .. ~O Yet she l:'.andled every situation with "diplornacy 
and tact"~l Even government officials admired her. 
This only:-a-woman ~pparently had "a strength of :will equal to that of her husband, 
.. - -~· ·- - .::..·-:. : . _._ 
and an intelligence and a truth of chaJ:'C!,cter .far· surpas9i~g_ his.·;'.22_ In fact, this . - - .. ~- ~ ·.. . . . -. .... . ~ .......... _ --
bothered him immensely wh~~n they-.'first .. got married;· but when he saw. that_ she .:•took 
~~ 
seriously the equa.lity of women that is, -~t--~l~a-st theoretically, acknowledged in 
Doukhobor doct:z::ine (women as well as men are ves~~ls 'of the- d.ivine spark) •. ~- .her 
,.. . ~1-i huslEnd ••• cherished her as -r-ersonality just as much as in the beginning he had admired 
the prettiness_ of her face and the grace of hey movements."23 This quote tells us a 
lot. The •at least theoretically' indicates that the authors of this book question .. 
the equality that was supposed to have been given to DolL~hobor women; the fact that 
Lu.~eria"s husband eventua1ly cherished her, tells us that it was possible for a woman 
to "Oe an inde:p-=!'ldent, dominant individual and yet to thrive in the community that they 
lived in; and the fact tr..at he a~mired h~r physical beauty, shows us that those ~en ~BrB 
not too much different from our modern male. It seems that men have al~ays looked 
.at the physical appearance of a woman first, and then began to think about gstting to 
kno~ her better.1 In other readinp;s, I found that the DoukhoboJi> ideal of feminine 
20::-ayasoff, ?1aku".1 Trava. p. 13 
22~o0dcock, p. 69 
23ibid 
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beauty was the earth-mother figure, and this is an i2po=t-a.nt point to consider in arriving 
at an understanding of how the women were viewed and how ~hey vie~ed themselves. During 
their peasant co~munal life, this role of the earth-~other was a relatively easy one 
to-fulfill and therefore the women could feel.that they were an integral part of their 
community. 
Before leaving the topic of Lushechka, I would like to make two more observatio~s. 
One is that, during her e:ra, the DGu..~hobors were al.:::-eady somewhat =amiliar with fe~ale 
power. In the 18th century there r..ad been four reigning tsarinas. Therefore, when 
her husband suggested that Lu.~eria take on the lea.:iership role after his death, the 
majority of the Doukhobors accepted her and revereC. her as they did their previous 
leaders. And the final'comment is t:hat, though Lu."keria was the only woman leader 
! 
among the Dou.~hobors, I am not at all sure that this indicates the subordination of 
the female. Aru1a Markova, for example, the current Dou.T.chobo:::- honorary c1'_airman' s 
mother, played an important part in the Doukbobor life in B.C. She was revered 
as a woman of example. Her speeches and words of 2.d.vice were constantly sought. She 
was lq.oked upon as a martyr, for she su...rvived. the terrible !far years in Russ_!a, 
survived a 15~year exile to Siberia, and survived being separated from her only living 
son :for thirty-two yea::-s. Only in 1961 was Anna IS:::-kova allowed to come to Canada 
to reuni~e with her son. She had been exiled along with her brother because they 
belonged to the hereditary family of Dou.~hobor leaders, and maybe there was fear that 
+' ld . ..J:'l th D • ' .... . · / d . - - \ d.. . . ..,.., ~ney ~ou _ini uence .e oUKnovors in an un esira~~e i:::ec~ion. lnere ~as no 
Ex~ept far~ t:_Ae-nonth visi~ to ~he Sovi~t Dnio~ 
in 1968, Anna 1'Iarkova lived out her life unt.il her dea.th in 1978, a:mori.g the Canadian 
Doukhobors, as a respected and kno~ledgeable elder. Her :pa:rticipation in the children's 
:program was greatly a~preciated as was her involve:::ent with choirs and. funa-:::::aising 
projects. Therefore, I do think that if an appro:p::::-iate woman had a.risen among the 
Doukhobor ranks again, after Lushechka, she would ?TOCa.bly have had the same opportuni-
ties t.o lead -the people as did Lushechka. 
Though the issue of leadership does r.ot direc~~y relate to discussing the woma.ri~s 
role, it has been an important aspect of the Doukhoeor life through many generations 
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and ~as greatl:· influenced their thinking• Theref~~e : would like to disc~ss it briefly, 
in o_~er to g:ve an indication of how it affected ~he ~omen's lives~ 
:::eing oris-inally illiterate peasants for the :;:'.)st part, both men and women in 
the C:);n:nunity ::-evered that individual among them w:-:o could express their own ideological 
conce~ts and aspirations in a comprehensive and ar:.icu:!..ate manner. These individuals, 
the D~u.~hobors f~lt, had a greater developed. spiri~ of God within them, and so b.ad 
a gr~~~er ~1..!TC.e~ to bear in trying to enlighte~ t~~ rest of the people. Therefore, 
while equality was and is, a. basic norm among the ~ou.~~obors from the time of their 
-Russic.:i co:rc.mll112.l existence, we find t'hat both in Russi?. and in early Canada, most of 
the leaders lived a somewhat more affluent life th2.n the rest of the com.~unity, and the 
po~er that they wielded was considerable. Lushecr~..a, =or example, when she came to 
the cecision of who was to be her heir to the leac~rs~ip position, had the power to 
annul her candidate's marriage and move him to her own home in another village, even 
tl:oug'.": he was already a mature adult and a soon-to-be :father.-
:.,is !!Jan ;.;as Peter P. Verigin. Petyushka, as he ~as called, in his own time did 
very :;.uch to c!'"'..ange the women's situation in their early Ca:ri..adian life. He-counselled 
them ~o exercise adequately during preg~.ancy and SP~gested that they work as norma.lly 
as possible, right to the time of delivery. But t~ ir'"sisted that they have a six-'week 
perioc of complete rest and relaxation after givir..s b; ~th. The mother-in-laws and 
othe~ women in the household were to take over a:Uthe ~orkload for this time. Petyushka 
also ad.vised ;.;omen to wear light clothing in the s:.;.,-,rn:erp instead of their traditional 
'i'he 2-.ighter clothing was more economical because i.t ha.C.. less:· yardage, a~ -it was moYe 
0ract~cal for :field work. He did not seem to have tne women's::personal conceT~s in 
nind, but tl:ey cid gain a new feeling of individuality with the change, especially 
since he also suggested that they cut off their lo~-5 'L!.aids - for practicality and 
coal~ess i~ t~e summer. Petyushka also encouraged c~i,~ren to the age of twelve to run 
:;.rou!X. Ce.::-ehe=:..~ed and ba.refooted all summer; and t.: wea::::- one long shirt, regardless o:f 
w~et~er t~e cc.ild was a boy or a girl. Many forme~ co:::c.~unity men recall now that as 
1::::iys, "':tey us-=;C to " ••• walk around all summer look~-:g like girls. with nothing underneath 
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the extended shirts ;.;hich went down to the knees."24 He did this for "health and 
discipline"2.5reasons, but the effect was to discourage the division into sex roles in 
the early years of a Dou.~hobor child's life. Therefore. even though he ~.ay not have 
had it in mind·. Pet:vusPJca did make an input into changir.g· the Dou.1chobor lifestyle, r·~ 
especially the women's. 
In our present day, we find t0.at t~ough the same deep reverence for a leader 
has no place, we are all still:receptive to inspirational speeches made by knowledgeable 
- members of OU!:' community, especially people on the executive committee with John 
Ver?-gin at its head; and it was at John Verigiti's suggestion that women were finally } 
included in the executive committee as of 1979.26 He was also one of the first to 
address a meeting with 'Dear sisters and brethren' when there were more women than men 
-present, instead of the age-old traditional 'Dear bretr..ren and siste~. The Union of 
Youth council has included both young.:men and wonier:. since its beginning in the 1930's, 
but they have never yet had a worran chairperson. In VancotNer, the Union of~Young 
Douk~obors however, have had several female chairpeople, maybe indicating the more ,. 
urba.nized advanced approach to male/female equality. In general, the-younger generation 
feels that the equality between the sexes in our organization is.developirig~ but slowly. 
There have been several effective women groups - from those dealing with administrative 
affairs to sprritual ones - functioning for many years and women composers of Do-u..~hobor 
hymns ar.d songs are beginning to _surface for the frrst time. I 
Rztu...-ning to t~2 valu?. place~ o~ the leaiers i~ the past, Ne find tha: Ta~ya ~s 
a go~ example of how the people felt. Her undying :faith in their goodness and their 
wisdom and knowledgeability sustained her through many trying times. 1ne leaders 
were her inspiration in many ways and she built her life on their deeply-phiiosophical 
speeches. 
When Petyushka first arrived in Canada, Tanya r.aa. little children; yet she was so 
24rarasoff, Plakun Trava. p. 112 
2.5rarasoff, Picto!:"ial Histor;y~ p. _ 124 
26ra:raso:ff, Plakun Trava. p. 224 
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determined to see hi:n that she w.ade arrangements t:; leave them with her husband, and. 
travelled to another village where he was to be. 'E-:-c.:s s:-.e overcame considerable obs'- les 
and showed a resourceful and independent spirit in ~er e=forts to meet her revered 
leader. She r.ever had a sense of inequality in the:..::- d~ily existence and implicitly 
understood the leader's necessary role and life-sty:e. 
Besides this reverence for the leaders, there ~lso developed an institution of 
tte "respected.. elders". 27 This was a legitimate ve=e::-a-:.2.on for the elders who rad glea:!"led. 
Yisd.om from years of ex:perienc~ and understood an:i liveC. the Doukhobor life-concepts; 
they were ~he real can:::iers of the culture. These e2..:iers were the men and wo~en to 
whom everyone went for advice, and there does .not seem to r.ave been any separation of 
men and. women in terms of accepting their knowled.ge=..'.:lili "ty or giving due respect. 
In our present society, with the advent of moeern ed.ucational systems in which 
the elders have no part, prestige in old age has d~lir..e:C.. Young people terrl. to be 
able to express the~selves more fluently than thei:- elde~s. However, there still 
remains _a great respect for the elders• intuitive k=owl~~e of Dou_~hoborism and for· 
their aeep-rooted faith in its 'rightness•. There::re, ~he younger generation still 
goes to the elders for explanations on historical cr::: ph~losophical issues. 
The negative aspect of the modernization of Dc~~to~0rism, is that th~ :PC-triarc~s 
and matriarchs are sometimes left to fend. for them~lves in their failing years. Tanya. 
as an elder of nirety years, went to the Trail hos:p:..:al ~:> die, because there was no 
home for her, as would have been during the corr ..muna;. system. 
that the elders had. She " ••• found it hard. to acce-=':... t'.-:.eir* method of decision-P..aking •••• 
r 
As with most Doukhobor families ••• the old.er the fa::t..:.ly ~ember the more authority he seemed 
to b.ave. Therefore, Tanya and her husband, ever. tl::;...!gh they !low i:-i.ad a famiJ.y of thei::::-
own, carried very little influence~ Not only were ranya's father and uncles the decision-
makecs, but t~eir aged. mother ••• who could hardly do ~~y ~oEk, was still a respected. 
27Ta....-rasoff, ?istorial ~istory. p. 2J 
(*her husband's family/ 
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consultant in all matters. Indeed, if she insisted on some particular point, all her 
married sons and grandsons would invariably concede, ••• 0 28 Here we note that the 
' husband seems to have had as little power as the wife. 
As Tanya's children grew» she began to be more tolerant of her husband's elders 
because she learned to understand and value them, thin.~ing of her own future of being 
able to have a say in what would happen to her children. Then, when her mother-in-law 
died, in 1916 in B.C. 1 Tanya was left at the age of forty-four as the woman.elder of 
her husband's family; and it came to pass that her father-in-law " ••• treated her 
wit~ proper deference and respect and she continued her role in the Doukhobor communal 
unit ••• with a dignified sense of dedication and responsibility ..... 29 This is quite 
an insightful comment on the role of the woman in the Doukhobor society. She commanded 
a great deal of resnect and obviously radiated. a gooi sense of well-being. 
?anya turns out to be an extremely enlightening book to understanding the Doukhobor 
woman. Even though it is written b:r a ::nan, Tanya• s perspective is the dominant shnt 
oft~~ writing. Thus, thecbook develops the wo~3n's outlook from Tanya's young years 
in :b1ssia - she was bo:::.-n in 1872 - through to her last year as a 90-year old matriarch 
in Ca~ad.a: nearly a century of Doukhobor life. / 
In describing the life of the day, the book demonstrates a fairly egali~1ria:i 
view of life in terms of workload in the com..qunity. Both men and women were important 
in ite> successful run!'ling; but there still arise so;;ie aspects of :patriarchal rule. 
Tany~'s mother and father worked in the fields together, growing barley, threshing, 
and. =---~king strar; bricks, but it w·as t.he father nl;.o "',.fas the trader. •·Aft.er. 7ilaki!lg a:i 
extre:-:ely satisfactory barter deal with some Armenian or Georgian dealer·, he would · 
brir::::- horae presents by the armful for the entire family ... 3o 
The mother was the disciplinarian but it was the father who .. rarely r.ad to revert 
to :1.:-,:~ert his authori t~." 31 Mother's goose wi:ig was the more common means of punishment, 
29i '.-.. -: p. 170 
JO .... 
l '."_: .} ?· 6 
Jlit· p. 5 
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but certainly not as frightening and formidable. :::Ven until the present generation, 
there has remained t'."le idioJJ: •ifait till your fat!:~ gets ho~e', as if he is really 
the one to co~tend with for serious discipline. 
In Tanya, we also learn that it was the mothe::- who taught her children the 
understanding of their faith. This responsibility '.las rema.ir:ed· with the women for many 
generations, and is certainly an area that is cruc:.a1· to the preservation;_of the 
Doukhobor life-concept; . it is therefore one that ennobles the WOP.a.n's role. Even 
today, when there has come to be more flexibility as to who ~eaches the faith - whoever 
bas knowledge-in a :particular area shares it - the::-e has re~.ained a strong female 
prominence in issues involving Douk~obor belief. "2specially within the radical ele~eDt 
-
o:f Doukhobors, the Sons of Freed.om, women have bee!! much mo::i:-e actively involved t!->.an 
-men, in responding to what they feel is going cont:::-ary to true Doukhobor philosophy. 
For exa~ple, in 1944 there were demonstrations in ~estova, where the zealots lived 
apart ·from··the rest of the Doukhobors, in which.wc~en' s clothes c..nd. jewellen were 
burnt as symbQls of the vanity of.modern civilization. Continuously in their midst, 
it is-more the woraen who conduct the overt acts of pro~~st. 
In discussing the issue of faith-teaching, one elder who was interviewed commented: 
"In the early days, grandmother (and to some exter::. ~other) was t~e '8oral' instructor 
of ;:Jou..~hbbor children" ;32 and a Saskatchewan farme::- says: "l-:y grandmother knew about 
seve~ty or eig~ty psalms and she used to memorize t~en. Every eve~ing she used to reac 
them out a~d exulain to me th~t you have to un~ers"':..and ±he~ to be a ~ood bey ~n life 
-~ . " 33 a.iu. a gooa ni.an •• In Tanya, we find that when Ta~ya tad her first c~ild. a girl, s~e 
felt that she now had an ·important o~ligation to f~lfill, that of " •• ~recounting for 
her the many stories demonstrating Doukhobor teac~~!:!gs, and familiarizing her with 
, t:Ce various Dou.1<J1obor leaders. She would teach he::- the psalomchiki-. •• and she would 
P.X'; 13.~n everytM.!'_g that the Doukhobors had always ::een struggling for. ••J4 
~ot only did the women have to teach the fait~, but ttey ,also had. to have the 
str~~,gth of ~~eir convictio~s. When one of Tanya's nei.g~bo~'s sons was being sent to 
32Tarasoff, Douk"'obor Fol't<,.,..avs. p. 239 
241..l. 
Y~?opoff, p. J5 
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jail for refusing to go to war, his raother said: "Go, our dear son, and if it ever 
comes to pass that you will have the choice of renouncing your ideals as a price for 
coming back to us, do not ever be tempted to compromise your beliefs in order to return. 
You will break our hearts by sacrificin,_E( our mutual ideals ..... 35 In this way~ the' 
mother gave a strength of fait]; to her son, at the expense of terrible pain_-fo:?:" herself. 
This also shows that, though the military fight was directly the men's, the_-women were 
devoted and worked ha:rd to support their struggle. Some wives and families even follo~ed 
/ 
their hus1::a.nds to Siberia, where they had been exiled. 
Though it was the woman.· who ga:ve the spiritual aid, it was the man who led the 
prayer service at the.Sunday meetings. For example, the Lord's Prayer has always been 
and still is read by a man; and it has also been the men throughout Dou.~hobt1r history, 
·who have begun the traditional bowing to each other in reverence to the God within each. 
Only after they have completed their part, do the ~o~en begin. 
But, even though the men were the leaders at all the meetings, it is true that 
since the time of Lushecb.ka, Doukhobor men have become more aware of women's valuable 
,. 
potential. As early as the first years in Canada, women became more welco:rre to attend 
the business meetings discussihg the affairs of the commune. Because of age-old 
tradition, the women did not often attend in the beginning~ but they did make more of 
. 
their feelings known and began to co;nment on village affairs. Thus in Canada. Ta?J.ya 
fel~ that " •.• Men and women were working together ~ore than ever before, in total 
h::i:::-mony and with a strong sense of partnersl":ip ... 36 
Another responsibility o= t~e men's was to ~each the c~ild.ren to ~ead and write; 
for it was the man who had the priority to become literate. A farmer from Saskatchewan 
says: "My father was the literate member of our family,. -..It was·::my.fatber'who taught 
me to read and write Russian. He taught ~y sisters also. But my mother never knew how 
-t0 read and ;.;rite Russian ... 37 There just did not seen to be a reason for the woman 
35popoff, p. 100 
36; }.,; ~ - u-. ........ - p. 117 
37Tarasoff, D01..Zhob:)r Folkways. p. 244 
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to have to be literate or educated. Even when I was completing school, t~ere was a 
strong encou...--r-agement to get a job instead of going on with further education. After 
all: 'You'll get ma._~ied, anyway, and never use you::: sc~ooling.' 'It will be a waste 
of energy and money and time.' /s/a result, there ~ere yery few girls going to university 
even to the'l960's. 
The women had another important role in the Doukhobor society of the past. They 
were the healers. ~twas Tanya's mother who picked. a :;::articular sage flower for a 
tonic and cleanser, a!1d it was her mother who taugh~ Tanya her home remedies for ailments. 
When her daughter was terribly ill, the village grar<lmother was called to help. It 
seens, then, ~hat tr.e Doukhobors were no different 2ro~ other groups who have evolved 
from a folk type of society. Initially, being illiterate, they " ••• relied on folk 
cures and remedies, on prayers and incantations by select women. ,.38 Of course, now 
with the increased education and improved econo~ic and social conditions, practically 
all such cures and techniques have been laid to rest. 3ut at the time when_ they we:r-e 
needed, it was tte women-who used the remedies to attem?t to cure people from mental 
as . well as physical problems. We are told, for example, that Babas - women hea~ers -
could ~.ake feeli::lgs of fright disappear by putting "cod.en pegs into holes in the side 
of the door jam, with some hairs of the sick person it it, arid then whispering pa~tic~lar 
words)9 
- . r: - .A,,_;___ -4:> r-ceh-- ~ --.c..L ~ £,,/A-~~ r.J,-r U>~ k-~~~-- J u r ,----
b.e.f~ ...._,,{-- ;., ~ ~ 
It is interesting to note that when a horse got si~k i!'l Saskatchewa!l during 
Pet~;us°!"'.ka is time, a doctor was fetched ·as quickly as :possible. :But -,,}:en a woman got 
u40 sj_ck, it was "difficult to get help ••• 
There was one indication th~t men may have had a ~inor part in being healers also. 
One retired teacher from Saskatchenan said that " ••• ~y paternal grandfather was supposed 
to ce some kind of nediclne man among the Dou.1.t:.hcbors here. "41 It is true that broken-bone 
mendj_ng was t0tally the ~en's aYea of expertise, a:-:d. b~nes~tters had a great prestige 
3&rarasoff, Do\L~hobor Folkways. p.20? 
39i bid p. 209 
40i b~d p. 222 
4li ':::id p. 211 
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amongst the Dou.1chobors. One man said of a forbear: "He was not a chl=opractor and not 
a trained ~.an through any schooling but he had a se"sitivity in his harrls and then 
of course training, especially if his dad was a bor:e-se"':ter ••• 0 12and there remain, 
until tcxlay, men who have this kind of talent. But I have never heard.of a woman 
bonesetter·amongst tbe Dou.1chobors. Thus it seems t~at in the area of medical aid, 
there was a °balance of power'. 
Therefore '.Joodcock's comment that '"paternalis::: reig::-ied t0..roughout"
4
3 nay not be 
a totally accurate statement; but there definitely is some indication of the greater 
value placed on the male.~For example, Tanya expressed a distinct feel~ng that her 
father would have wanted more sons because he seemed to lose more and more interest 
with each of the three daughters that followed her. She also noticed that he was 
firmer with Nicola, the eld_est and only son. However, Tanya also did get a sense of 
the importance of the woman's role. ~henever she went with her mother to.wash clothes 
in the lake near their village ·" ••• she became utterly fascinated by the heartwarm:i,ng 
and invigorating scene of the women energetically rinsing and wringing the clothes, 
while w.aintaining a loud and cheerful chatter about everyday affairs. As ·she watched, 
. 441 t/. 
Tanya couldn't help but feel a sense of reverence for the role of womanhood." ~ 
This feeli~ t0..3.t women had a vital role in t~e functioning of the community was 
shared by !"..any, and r.as sustained through many gene_--ations. In 1898, when a group 
of Doukhobors moved to Cyprus in an attempt to get away from Russian persecution, 
the women filled observers with awesome respect. The women were the ones who built 
force and streri,gth; and regularity like a steam engine, I never saw anythiP.g to equal 
a middle-aged wo~a~ who, with garments kilted up to her thighs, was kneadir-g the earth 
for brick-:naking by treading it. Such mighty limbs were a revelation to me."1:i-5 
When the ~oukhobors moved to Canad.a in 1899, t~e ~omen continued their important 
v/ 
contribution, for, as soon as there were enough roo:s to shelter everyone, able-bcxlied 
42Tarasoff, Doukhobor Folkways. p. 214 
4J~o:>d.cock, p. 42 
Li-4Popoff, p. 5 
45farasoff, ?l.2..;.:t.m Trava. p. 33 
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men were sent to look for jobs, many finding these :J t~e railway construction. In tbis 
way they brought in much-needed money - fo~ many h=-" ar=-ived to Canada penniless, and 
they needed oxen, horses ~nd milk cows for their c~n:nun~ty. 
The women were left to look after the village :ife, - left only with boys al'ia. 
older men. As Koozma Tarasoff states: " ••• only one fif~~ of the immigrants were men 
of working age; a few hundred men had been held in ~ussi.a because of the liability to 
military service. The disproportion of women ~as ~: have an effect on the kin~ of ~o~k 
pattern that the Dou..1chobors developed in their :pz:-a~ies settlements ... 46 For one thing, 
bec~use horses were also few, women sometimes hitcted themselvesJalo?gwith the few 
men, to a wagon and hauled supplies a distance of f0:!:"ty miles or reore. Also, under 
the direction of old men, they felled timber and cu-:. osiers, transporting them to 
the villages, dragging their homemade carts. Wo~e~ cut the wheat crop with sickles, 
and worked at threshi!1.g flax, hoeing and raking, cl~ani~..g grain with·home-made sieves. 
They carried water with a yoke around their neck, 1::2.ked bread in indoor ovens. "Indeed, 
-:: 47 
the women distinguished. themselves by rising to the occ;:;.sion when help was :needed ••• " .. /' 
Women were ingenious in every way. They even ~las~ered their dwellings with 
their own hands. First they prepared the mortar by digging a trench into which the~ 
?lacBd fine clay ~nd riate~ a~d chopped hay or s~::::::.~; teen the children and wo~en troC. 
the mortar until it was as smooth as paste. Then, ~fter standing for hal:f an hour. 
the mortar was carried. to the construction site. =::e log.walls were, in this ..-ay, 
plastered insid.e and out. by·' .. skillful feminine l;:::ines" ... The neatness.of' the work was 
be :r:::i·und, in others they had to be woven out of coa.__--se -..illow branches, the upright 
pos~s ·alone being of s~fficient strength to sup~-0::::--: ~he ~oo:fs o:f sod laid on with a 
neatness and precision that is seldom seen in this coun~ry.48 
Another job tha.t the women undertook, Tanya t~Jk pa.....-t in. It·was a·task whose 
und~rtaking by wo~en shocked their Canadian coun~e~~s. The task was to break the 
land and seed enough yrod.uce, especially potatoes, 5:) t:-at they would not starve duri;:.;; 
46Tara.soff, Plakun Trava. p. 46 
47Ta....rasoff, Pictorial Historv. p. 78 
48:'3.rasoff, Pl.akun Trava. n. 51 
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t~eir first winter on the Canadian prairie. Because there was a shortage of horses, 
. oxen, and manpower, the women hitched themselves to a plough in order to break the new 
sod .• 
The decision had been made solely by the women, for the few men who were present 
repeatedly attempted to dissuade them, saying that they would manage somehow. But 
·the women insisted and when the 100 acres of stubborn soil was finished, they all 
experienced a great deal of satisfaction in the pe:::-f0rning of a duty :for the good o:;:~ 
all their people. 
There was never that same kind of need again, and so this was the only time that 
the women did this kind of backbreaking work; but the aura that the event created, reached 
every-..;here on the North American· continent. Same Car..adians called it "ba.r1::a.ric and 
uncouth". 48 Other outsiders expressed shock because they felt that the women "were 
. being used by the man as horses". 49 Both Canadian and Americ~n feminists were aghast 
~t the suggestions ~.ade in the exaggerated newspaper accounts, that the Doukhobors were 
"virtually enslaving their womenfolk': .50 ·me/publicity spread, but in reality the / . 
women pnly saw it as necessary and did it. The fact that the lives of their~hildren 
depended on their eff)rts made them grasp the situation and face the challenge, as 
was their custom t:b.ro11.;;hout their history. As fa_y as they were concerned, it was a 
p:-estigeful thing to d.o, and looking back now from the present perspective, this incider:t 
shows the kind of potential the women had in being a self-sufficientt organizing bo:iy 
wlt~out their male counterp2..rts' easy shoulder to lean on. Thus it was that the first 
as the brea;.cB~.s -the land, -
an u~usual role for any woman of the ti~e. 
Women also helped with the finances. Once t~eir homes were established, when 
ti~e was available, wo~en and children gathered seneca root, a valuable medicinal plant 
th~t grew on the prairie year after year in the saNe place, without cultivation. They 
on:y sarned $J60 the first year, but in 1903 onevillage received over $10.000 for their 
78 
49ia-:-3.soff, Plakun Tr-:va. p._ 47 
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effo=~s. Als~, 150 ~en and women went out working with the Mennonite farmers at $25 a 
month; and all t!:e rr:oney collected from every soL.XCe was turned over to the central 
treasury: to the elders nominated to look after tte af:airs of each village. T'.Jese 
were always men, but apparently everyone_ felt t~at '' ••• it was the essence of .the end 
result you a!:'e striving for. that bestows a cro-...rni:-""5 glory to your effort."5~ 
Later, w~en the Doukhobor moved to E.C., in 1911, they continued their co.;;-w"unal 
village existence. The women's routine changed, he;,,· ever, because rnt:?re men were home. 
I T t 1 · thaianva' s t · · d · · 1 · th t f ll t· -'- h · n anya, we are o Q • ~ rou ine was i en~ica_ ~o a o a• ne o~ er women in 
her village. It consisted of alternating various ;;~rkload.s for various weeks: one week 
of cooking with another· woman for the thir.ty-seven !leo-vle in their group; one or two 
weeks of working in the gardens and yard; and tr.ree weeks of catching up with her own 
family needs of sewing, spinning, knitting, etc. :n the planting and harvesting 
seaso~s, the women ~~ more communal work, but in ~he wintertime, they usually worked 
only one out of six weeks for -the group. The men in the meantime, cleared and broke 
t~e soil, set up irrigation systems, constructed. a ~ooden culvert factory, arid generally 
worked at setting up the agricultural asDect of tteir life-stvle. 
At this time, therefore, it seems that the me~'s and women's work was quite ./'/ 
segregated; the ;::en had their chores, and the W'.)me::-1 theirs. Eoth 'forked together 
with their own sex. Even the bathing in the cor.:.~u.:'3.l bath houses was always segregated, 
rather than family-o!:'iented. But though t~ere ~as ~his seem~ng se~ration of jobs, 
the:::-B- still ye~i:ied a shoulder-to-sho'!.!lder a:ppro.:;.c'.-1 to -i:,hei:r livi!lg. They had 
lear:1ed that coopera~ion was the way to survival f:;r tr.em, ar:d this was their uI1ifyi!"lg 
force: cooperation in diverse roles. They were actually working side by side. and Tanya 
expresses hey own feelings of this united effort. Sie " ••• sensed a binding unity and 
...a feeling of closeness amongst the people in this ?~ocess of working together ••• for 
t~e~' common ~enefit anc ••• she never heard one wore of dissent from t~e women. in 
rega~d to the ~en's d ec is ions." 52 This tells us t::at t~ey worked together, but the 
II 
ecision-naki~_g- ~as cio~e by the men. 
521bid p. 117 
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The many years of suffering together also bour.C. the me~ and women. The striving 
for the same ideals~ and suffering in the process, eliminated. the separation of men 
and women into sexist stereotyping. They were unite~ suffe~ing souls, who gathered 
strength of resolve in their sense OJ togetherness. 
A good example of how the Doukh6bors all"pulled together-is the Burning of Arms 
in Russia in 18q5. Their exiled Petyushka sent a ~essage that they should make a 
stand once and. for all against the military machine, 25ainst all killing of hu.~an bei~;s, 
and therefore shoul:i get rid of all their arms. The Dou_~hobors immediately began 
collecting all their weapons, and designated a site for burning them. Men and women 
alike walked to the fire sites sang hymns, and endu::-ed the pain of the Cossacks' whips. 
Nothing daunted them as they formed a tight circle, so that those at the centre, 
still un..harmed, could replace those who were beate~. Jn the outside of the circle. 
As a resuit of this kind of committment to non-violence that the Dou..~hobors 
displayed, they were exiled. to other areas of Russi::>; relatives were split a:part. The;· 
knew no __ peaceful life; anC! this common suffering endicated trivialities such as r:iale-
female,. established roles·. ..The cor.ucion ordeals that they were suffering for -the great 
cause which they all understood and upheld, created a stro~ brotherly~bond within 
them, a feeling of kinship that renained in their ~~~~ts fo~ decades after ••. everyone 
was al-...;ays gla~ to :-;elp and share with those near t~e:n ;,ho were less fortunate ... 53 
Generations la~er, the same kind of egalitaria~ism was displayed at ±he peace 
5_c,,~ manifestations in Canada. For example in 1963, at ~~e Suffield testing ~ut for 
b~olog.ical, 
alike stoed for twelve hours, in miserable weather, to !:'..ake a stand for peace; ~- '. 
,And al~ays,:throughout~the Dou..~hobor struggles, t~ei:!:- singing helped them. 
They would sing together into a spirit_ual oneness t'.--at no enemy could destroy. Their 
si:iging has t~us been a ~.ainstay from the beginni~ of their existence.and to this 
day, and in this SJecial kind of communication there is no sexism. 
The trin fro~ ~ussia, on ship, also demonstra~=d everyone's ability to work 
't~.~:.!:er. Yo;1n:>; nen carried water. served tea in -:.':e ::iorning and night; they looked 
~-, 
-'-'?c:Joff. p. 92 
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after lights, baking bread, bringing up provisions from the ship's hold. Women peeled 
potatoes and washed clothes. Some men looked after the cleanliness of the toilets, 
while others carrjed coal fron the storage bins to the stean boiler;.54and when they 
reached Canada, they shared everything they had, because of their destitute circumstances. 
There was no room for selfishness, ·or more elevated positio~s; no time to think of 
petty differences. There was a lot of work to be done, and everyone- did what they 
cou~d. T~us, the necessity for physical toil and t~e accon?lishing of tasks, created 
a great bond among the people. 
Another aspect of the Doukhobor world outlook that gave the woman a special kind 
of prestige, was their respect for those who give birth: "A:-:ong the Doukhobors there 
exists an exceptionally strong feeling of respect toward wo~en. This respect is 
based !113.inly on the fact that the woman gives birth. She brings into this world this 
'wo~derful and niracul6us creation of God' who is from birth endowed with a divine 
nature., who-is the greatest manifestation of n3.ture's c:::-eative powers, who enjoys the 
possession of full and perfect mind. Every woman is a Mother of God same as every man 
is Y:a~ God. Every_worran •••• gives birth to this source of life which gives people 
'PU-."'"?Ose of life'. Ever~r woman •.• brings into life 'God's way and God's work' •••• This 
is why every wo:nan ••• who 'sings and s~eaks' is 'i~ celestial :::-eaL~·. i.e., enjoys c 
ver:: -deep and true esteem and respect. Is 'it necessary to s:;ieak of the fact that amoci.g 
the Doukhobors a woman is an entirely free, equal, loved and independent person~ arn 
~~ "' .... that she occupies an honolh.""O.ble and high place in the com.mur:e't"-"-' .But what i:f the 
dir:iinished the conunu..11ity's sense of worth for her. and t:::ere::::-ore t:er mm as reflected 
fro~ it. In fact, in all asrects,. the conrnunity se~se of rig~t and wrong, good and 
bad, per~eated every.aspect-of ·their life, and if an ind.ividc:al was somewhat outside 
/ 
the norm~ he or she suffered for it, as was shown in the case of Tanya's sister's l,oV-e 
,/ 
· affa~ with a non-Doukhobor, outside o:f wedlock. 
So, where do we stand today? Do we still have a role to play? We have ·no 
'visible strug~le to fight together with the men; t~e divine role of motherhood P.as 
S1J-rac:-asoff, P1akun Trava. p. 39 
55V;::z.o. imir Dmitrievich Bo::e!:-Bruevich,. Book of Life. 1909. ?• XXX of :photocopied exceryt. 
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lost some of its lustre with the exploded cost of livi:.:g. the world ove~-population, 
and the different lifestyle; and the peasant worklo::>....d r.as certainly dwindied. Yet 
the previous generations that had bee~ insulated. i~ their villages from the influenc~ 
of Canadian life, re~ained until the last generation " ••• conservative, anxious to 
preser..re the old traditional ways in the new environment • .,56 But these were difficult 
to preserve in the modern lifestyle context amongst non-Doukhobors, since 1939, when 
the ca:.ununity which Fetyushka had set U? was spli~ apa~t by the gover~~ent. Thus t~e~~ 
began to be a separation of thought between the 'old.' and the 'young•. 
The traditional ways that have survived with the women uritil the modern generation 
are the inbred hospit:ality traits, the urge to meticulous cleanliness, the sense of 
great responsibility for the children's welfare, and t~e creativity in all aspects 
of the home life. One B.C. homemaker who was interviewed in 1975, remarked: "Nowadays, 
women are so capable and they can do things so beautifully with feed, tha~ it's aL~ost 
unbeiievable •.•• They're .. so capable of extending hospitality to grQlps that c_ome to them, 
or any individuals •.•• Doukhobor women are ·so indust::cious, so considerate and ca:pable. 
They qan create something out of nothingalntost and make people feel so good •••• every 
year, there's so~ebody that thinks of a better way of serving, putting together or creati~s 
a new dish out OI the same things that they had".57 Ma~y of these homemakers grow 
their own gardens and share the hard-earned rewards of their labour with close friends 
and relatives. They preserve and freeze produce, a:i.d get great satisfaction in watchi~..Q: 
their cooler in the basement filling up with canned food for. winter use.:i'.Another . 
want men to do the same things that women do •••• If ~en had to look after the children, 
they would bear them •••• And I feel the mother is responsible for the child she bri~.gs 
into this world; she's so close to him. ~he is the sole person that ca~ start him out 
with love and protectiveness and all that. And I t~in.~ it is her role •••• The man can't 
do the sewing as ~ell as the woman, why should he? Because he's adapted to other things 
tha~ ~ • t d 0 "58 a woman an •••• And a E.C. carpenter ::.dds: " ••. as you know, especially in 
57Tarasoff, D~lL~hobor FoL~ways. p. 118 
53ibid p. 30 
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the rural areas ••• the women aye mostly just* housewives. They're not career women. 
They're satisfied with their home. They're not out to make a name for themselves as 
a career woman. And being a housewife all her life, I don't think she's concerned too 
much with this women's liberation."59 
These three quotes give us an indication of the expectations :put on the_Doukhcbor 
women,- often by- the women themselves - at least in 1975 when these intervie".'s were 
ma~e- We are to prepare food industriously for vi~~er, be hospitable, be creative. 
·with even the meagrest of resources, be the key rea::::-ers of children, and above all, be 
happy with our p:cescribed role or :feel a· fa·ilure :as_ a ·modern Doukhobo:t•cwornan.··: ·' . · v-·: 
However, the issue is ·not ·.that sim:ple. With the persecution pressure diminished, 
o.nd the families shrinking in size, women have 0 sudde·n1y found the time to begin broaden:imr 
their scope of possibilities for a different lifestyle and developing a more ind.ividu~l 
plan for their futu.2'.'e goals. My auntie, at-the age of 65, began oil pain~ing and has 
done some· beautiful work. ~hen asked why she didn't begin earlier since it was easy 
-
to see both he_r joy in it and. her talent, she said that there was no time, and that 
it wou.ld have cost .too much. At age 65, it was $1 for pensioners! 
What about the YOUNG woman who would like to pursue a career, or live a life 
oi_:tside the !lor;n? -Well, the feelings stil·l remain that he::c life should eventually be 
based around the family and home. Therefore, if a couple has to make a choice of who 
will further their education, it is inevitably the i:lan who pas the preference. And 
if the man stays single into his late twe~ties'ar.d early:thirties,.it is perfectly 
stays single must still remain chaste, .ar.d by the late twenties is considered on her 
way to being a~ olc Eaid. In other words, there r2s definitely remained a strong 
sense of the woman's 'role', so that it is very difficult to break away from the stereo-
ty;:i:-tg, because ot~ feelings of guilt at not living up to the parents' .and the comr.iu:lity' s 
exnectations in terms of wo~anhood. .. / 
But if rie l!ok at the brighter side, there is definitely a changing approach ~o 
)ndividual ca~~bili~ies. The present Doukhobor o:cganization, the USCC, ~.as a schola.:cship 
59-;:'ar::..soff, :;011k'.--0~or FolJ::wavs. p. 28 
~a~ indica~ion of his Orin estirnatio~ of the wo~t~ of housekeepi~. 
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fund from which a yearly sum of money is awartlef, to a deserving high school Doukhobor 
graduate. The recipients m~st be go~ng on to furt~er ecucatio~ and in the past twenty 
years more young women than men bave·received these. Also, there is more and more of 
an encouragement to 'do something with your life', ~hether male or female. The 
possibility of a positive life slipping throug~ the careless fingers of the youth, is 
becoming more real, so that parents are pressing their children to make a decision 
as to what they want to be, regardless of sex. Finally, there is a growing need for 
the educated Doukhobor. In our uresent lifestyle, "e are integrating with many other 
findipg 
people, and we are"' that the interrelationships "that 2.t"e developing based on mutually-
defined goals such as nuclear disarmament, requi:::'e our taking part in these issues 
by.dealing with all levels of the world society. T~erefore, it is very beneficial to 
have Doukhobor lawyers, professors and so on, whet~er male or female. 
My own feeling is that, with one more generation, we could be creating what ~ay 
develon into a true egalitarian sy~tem. But, Dou.~t.obor women will have to first 
_acknmfledge, understand, and accept their historv fo::::- it is "vital to a healthy sense v. 
,. 
of self-worth". 60 Then they will be ready to begin from there, fresh, - with todc.y's 
opportunities and needs at hand - tc cooperate and function on an equal basis with 
thei.2:- brethren. 
I DO believe in the value of 'family', and its needs are of paramount importan~e 
if the Dou..~~Jbor concepts are to be preserved for future ge~era.tions. After all, we 
.wa~t to ca::::-ry on the D01!.."trhobor social i.!OVe:me;it 's g~l w?lich is: ..... a search for a 
society that is built on peace rather tr.an. war, a sccie-::y wt.ere its me:nbers resolve 
disagreements th.rough argument rather than resorti"~ to physical violence; a society 
based on the f~ndamental brotherhood* of all men* a:<l the supreme value of the individual 
,hurs!1. being; a:-.:d on the belief that each person, having equal status, has therefore, 
t~8 ~ot~Pti~l ~~ create the new man or wo~an with e ~ersonal philosophy and social 
responsibility. Each is guided by co~scie::1ce - t~e inner light of reason and love. 
'h3.7, is the iC'?al". 61 Thus there may come a time i::-i a "".::o...rried couple's life, when a 
60.., . 
1a~as0ff, Pl2.~u~ T~va. p. 2Jl 
6lio~d p. 131 
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decision lfould have to be reached as to who would ·::e best fitted to re:r.aining at home 
with the family. By putting two heads together an:: tb.::-ashing out the problem, the 
mother and father can arrive at a mutually-acceptable decision. If it is the woman 
who is to w0rk at home temporarily, she will be tt~re from choice, not from a forced 
societal position. Thus, we may accomplish " •.• a ~ix of the traditional and the modern, 
with approval of t~e ca~eer route while, at the sa~e ~i~e, e~cotc:"aging the raising of 
children. The old and the new ••• "62 will have co;-;e together. 
(j)~ 
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